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MAY IT PLEASE THE PANEL: 

1. Referring to the Minute of the Panel dated 9 August 2016. In that Minute the Panel:

(a) notes that constructive engagement between the Council, Royal Forest

and Bird, the Crown, Federated Farmers and other farmer submitters has

resulted in significant improvements in the Revised Version of Topic 9.1 

Indigenous Biodiversity and Ecosystems (Revised Version);

(b) outlines various concerns it still has with the Revised Proposal; and 

(c) directs the Council and invites other parties to confirm, in light of the Panel's

concerns, whether their preferred approach is: 

(i) Rejection of all proposals for Issue 9.1, with the effect of leaving the

Existing Plan regime in place pending a future plan change, or;

(ii) A Panel direction to the Secretariat to prepare a modification of the

Revised Version (as per the approach in this Minute) and to allow for a
further round of supplementary closing submissions on (in terms of

which a further Minute setting a timetable for those submissions will be 

issued). 1 

2. I consider  (Option (i) rejection of 9.1) to be the most appropriate of the two options

presented because:

While it has been acknowledged by the Panel that considerable progress has been made with 

the Revised Version the main focus has been on farming property. Little consideration or 

engagement has been undertaken with the coastal property owners on Rockinghorse road. The 

revised CCC plan indicates the private land portion of the SES on these properties is now is 

schedule B. The initial investigation and criteria to apply the SES on this private portion of beach 

front land was not advised or done with the knowledge of the owners. Presumably the access to 

the private land was undertaken either with out permission or has been extrapolated on what 

aspects might well be expected to be present. This what "might be there approach" would not seem 

to be particularly accurate and could be construed as somewhat vague. I would suspect many of 

the owners of these effected beach properties are not  aware they are on Schedule B or have any 

idea what an SES is. At this point I do not believe the CCC has produced a robust usable criteria or 

process that can be realistically applied for planning purposes.

Karina Hay






